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Listen to Talking Water here

Announced allocation

Class C General Security…….….....…50%
Allocation Advance………….….…….…5%
Water resource distribution …………... 6%
(issued against Delivery Entitlements)

Water availability and deliveries

(08/06/2021)
YTD deliveries.………….……...841,693 ML
Customers………………………581,742 ML
DPIE Deliveries…………...……..27,482 ML
WaterNSW Deliveries….……...232,469 ML
Weekly Deliveries………..……........350 ML
Weekly crop usage…... 45% (Ann. Pasture)
Customer account balance…...263,870 ML
WE in customer accounts…... 820,111 WE
Vol. % remaining………………...….... 32%

Channel flows today

Murray Irrigation’s 2021 Winter Operations follows a
three-year Maintenance Strategy that provides more
ordering flexibility to our customers and greater efficiencies
in our works program. To support the continued longevity
of Australia’s largest private irrigation water supplier, over
4,000 work orders have been scheduled to be completed
within an 8-10 week time frame across a third of the system.
The Maintenance Strategy and Winter Operating Mode
provides increased access to water over an extended period
for customers. This issue of Talking Water provides
a snapshot of the Winter Operations.

Wakool Offtake ................................. 0 ML
Mulwala Offtake ................................ 0 ML
Billabong Escape .............................. 0 ML
Edward River Escape.........................0 ML
Perricoota Escape..............................2 ML
Wakool River Escape........................10 ML
Water trade data
Net trade week……………..............675 ML
Net trade YTD…………….......... 88,812 ML

Water exchange data

(07/06/2021)
Internal listings (No. & ML)...45;3,146.19 ML
External listings (No. & ML).........0;00.00 ML
Int. purchasers (No. & ML)....48;2,932.62 ML
Ext purchasers (No. & ML........10;731.77 ML
Water for sale @ 07/06/21.….... 4,939.27 ML
Weighted average sale price…... ……... $96
Price range @ 08/06/21...........… $95 - $300
Buy offer range @ 08/06/21........,. $60 - $92

Maintenance Strategy

Storages*

These works include:
- 150 Batter protection jobs on public - 7 bank building jobs to extend the
and private crossings and regulators life of 7km of earthen banks.

Rivers*

To complete this year’s Maintenance Strategy program we have scheduled
3,100 planned maintenance and 900 corrective maintenance work orders to
be completed in an 8-10 week period.

- 1,488 Regulator Services, cleaning
and general maintenance

- 2 large erosion repairs on the
Mulwala Canal.

- 200 slip meters to clean & cut
silt traps

- 468 civil inspections.

Bridge Works

A major focus for 2021 is completing
the final year of the current three
year rolling public road bridge project.
The strategy is to increase the service
life of major assets by deferring the
major liability incurred as assets
depreciate. The aim is to increase an
assets life by 50% by spending less
than 20% of the replacement cost.

mdba.gov.au
Dartmouth..............2,473 GL ↓ ...... 64 % −
Hume.....................1,408 GL ↑ ...... 47 % ↑
Lake Victoria.............308 GL ↑ ...... 45 % ↑
Menindee Lakes….1,083 GL ↑…....63 % ↑
Total Storage………5,272 GL ↑……57 % ↑
Murray @ Doctors Point...........3,435 ML/d
Murray d/s Yarra. Weir.............3,486 ML/d
Goulburn @ McCoy Bridge ........ 958 ML/d
M’Bidgee d/s Balranald .............. 911 ML/d
Darling @ Burtundy………........2,430 ML/d
Flow to SA ...............................2,919 ML/d
Murray to the sea ................. 3 gates open
*This information is provided for general reference
purposes only. We take best endeavors to ensure
accuracy

Resource links
MDBA weekly report
NSW Water allocation statements
Rainfall and evaporation
Barmah Choke trade balance

...Bridge Works Continued

Over the period 2019/20 there was a
total of 357 bridge life extension works
completed. 2020 also saw seventeen
bridge guardrails replaced in line with
Australian Standards for public roads.
In 2021 we aim to complete a further
126 bridge life extensions, this will
complete all due works on remaining
bridges on the Mulwala Canal, as well
as all public road bridges in this years
maintenance zones.
Speed restrictions will be in place and
vehicles may be reduced to one lane
or temporary detours put in place.

Civil & Mechanical Upgrades
We will be undertaking seven
civil upgrades including replacing
regulators, outlets, escapes and a
Slipway. The 468 civil inspections,
programmed as part of this year’s winter
works, provides the information we
require to determine future life extension
works and any required upgrades on
our assets.
We also have 37 mechanical upgrades
programmed including the Mulwala
offtake, Deniboota Main regulators,
Billabong Main regulators and four
regulators on the Mulwala Canal.

Keeping track of the hundreds of jobs is made easier by the mapping systems utilised by the infrastructure, works
and operations departments. The map above illustrates the status of current jobs over the footprint.

Contractors

To ensure the works program can
be delivered in the shortest possible
time frame and increase access for
customers, we engage numerous,
predominabtly local, contractors.
Over twenty earthworks contractors
will complete works ranging from
block banking and pumping through
to batter protection, bank building,
asset upgrades, desilting and slip
meter silt traps.
Concrete contractors will undertake
works designed to extend the life of
our public road bridges and our own

technicians alongside mechanical
and electrical contractors will work on
the mechanical asset upgrades and
servicing our communication towers.

Weed Strategy

Murray Irrigation’s weed strategy aims
to balance the challenge of minimizing
delivery constraints while achieving
cost efficiencies.
As part of this strategy 270km is
planned to be desilted and deweeded
over the winter program, on top of the
320km already completed in season
in 2020/21.

Winter Operating Mode

The Winter Operating Mode aims to maximise
customers’ access to water ordering while balancing
the need to deliver the works required for the three-year
maintenance strategy. The mode describes the way
services will be delivered to customers through the
winter period and this year commenced on the 15 May.

The focus of the Winter Operating Mode is to:
• Support the three-year maintenance
strategy with one third of the system
closed for maintenance each year.
These areas are called our Maintenance
Zones. Customers in zones not closed
for maintenance will be provided the
opportunity to irrigate further into the
Autumn\Winter period.

improved delivery times when system
demand increases.

• Retain as much water as possible in
the system. Any water remaining in the
system that is not used by customers
during winter operations will enable

This year we have delivered over 5,000
ML to customers in areas not closed for
maintenance since the commencement of
winter operating mode on 15 May 2021.

• Provide certainty for customers
when placing orders by advising both
‘guaranteed’ and ‘non-guaranteed’
supply periods for water delivery in
the lead up to and through winter
operating mode.

Have questions? Call our friendly Customer Operations team on 1300 138 265
or email customersupport@murrayirrigation.com.au

Customer Operations team member
Glenn McCalman inspecting the progress
of the works in the maintenance zones.

Maintenance Zones
Historically the entire system was drained
for winter works. Utilising the three-year
maintenance strategy only a third of the
system is required to be drained each year.
Customers can view the maintenance zone
and scheduled maintenance year for their
outlets on our website via the “My Outlets”
tab on the Customer Portal.

